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Interview with Molly
Translation of the NS KAMPFRUF interview with Molly of MOURNINGTHEANCIENT.COM.
NSK: Please introduce yourself.
Molly:
Hi
there,
I'm
Molly
from www.mourningtheancient.com. I'm one
of the resident WWII historians (Adolf Hitler and the Army of Mankind) and the general web mistress. I also model for the website occasionally.
NSK: Please describe your political views.
Molly: I am a proud National Socialist. To
me there is no other way. I think that National Socialism is the only thing that can save
this planet. I believe each race and culture
can adopt their own form of National Socialism. Each race should have national, cultural
and racial pride. But each race should also
stay in their own nature-ordained area on
this planet. Race mixing harms each race
involved. It is racial suicide.
NSK: When did you start your political work
and what was your motivation to do so?

Molly: Truth be told, the very reason we
began Mourning the Ancient (in the beginning there were three of us) was to spread
the truth we had found through an entertainment medium. They say do what you know,

and we knew music well, so we used music
as our primary vehicle. We were young, I
was still a teenager, back in 1995, and we
were burning with ambition. But we also felt
powerless and aimless. We experimented
with our photography a lot in our spare time,
and learned as much as we could. Information was rather hard to come by back
then, pre-internet (for us at least). We received various newsletters and magazines
from the racial underground. We especially
loved William Pierce's stuff. We devoured
his books Turner Diaries and Hunter, not to
mention his magazine and various newsletter
-type publications. Pierce was my greatest
and most important living teacher. The
things he taught me shocked and dismayed
me. I couldn't believe some of the information. None of us could. I mean, we trusted
him, but we had to find out for ourselves if
some of the information was true. Some
things took us a few years to verify, but we
did eventually. Mind-blowing truths. They
still shock me to this day. We used to receive
a weak signal of his radio show here in Nebraska. We would crowd around this little
radio, quiet as mice, and listen to his staticky
voice. We were amazed that we could turn
on our radio and hear the truth, for once in
our lives. The forbidden and dangerous truth.
It was thrilling and inspiring for me.

truth by instinct, they tell me. They've always known something was off in the world,
but couldn't quite put their finger on it... and
then... Adolf Hitler! I think that once you
realize that you've been lied to about not only Him, but WWII, everything starts to fall
into place. You start to question everything
around you. You realize that your teachers in
school lied. That they in turn were lied to. It
goes deeper and deeper, until one day you
realize it is a battle bigger than all of us. It is
a war that began thousands of years ago, in
the sands of ancient Sumeria, and which
stretches into an unknown and uncertain future. To add a little context to the beginnings
of our fight in Sumeria, here is an interesting
tidbit:
'According to accepted views the early history of Mesopotamia is essentially the history
of a racial conflict; its events represent stages in a deadly struggle between two inimical
racial groups, Sumerians and Semites. In that
struggle the Semites, who could draw on racial reserves in Syria and Arabia, came out
victorious. After a long-drawn and bitter
fight lasting through generations they defeated, under their gifted leader Sargon, the Sumerians, who were forced thenceforth farther
and farther south. Except for a short-lived
Sumerian "come-back" under the Third Dynasty of Ur, that victory made the Semites
masters of Babylonia forever after.'

NSK: Are you organised?
Molly: No, I have stacks of books and papers everywhere! Haha. But I don't think
that's what you meant. I'm not sure though
how to answer this question, but I can say
I've met some awesome people over the last
26 years and have made some great contacts.
But ultimately I'm pretty much a loner these
days. I think our Adolf Hitler and the Army
of Mankind speaks for itself. I've poured
years into it, and I think it shows. I get wonderful letters from all over the world and
meet truly interesting, intelligent people. Our
struggle attracts the best (and the worst) people in the world. Many people are led to the

The Assumed Conflict between Sumerians
and Semites in Early Mesopotamian History
By Thorkild Jacobsen, University of Chicago [Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 59, No. 4 (Dec., 1939) pp. 485-495
(11 pages) Published by the American Oriental Society]
NSK: Being a female, how would you personally define the role of women in politics
and society per se?
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whether that be in a traditional men's role or
whatever. I'd even go so far as to say in this
terrible struggle she should even be used in
combat. I know that wasn't the norm in the
Third Reich, but there were some powerful
proponents who advocated for it. Like Hanna Reitsch, who volunteered to form a
Kamakazi flight group (and be the first volunteer!). It's do or die. Our last stand. We are
surrounded by our enemies. Our own racial
Alamo. All of us Wehrwolves. We'll either
bare our teeth and bite or lay down in the red
snow and die.

Gertrud Scholtz-Klink

Molly: I believe what the Führer believed,
which is that women shouldn't be involved
in politics. I think a woman's most important
role is that of a mother. As a mother she is
the teacher and shaper of the future. But a
woman also has roles in society, like that of
Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, to lead, organize and
inspire generations of women -- to teach
young girls how to be women. The National
Socialists formed the Young Girls League
(Jungmädelbund) for girls 10-14, and the
League of German Girls, for girls ages 1418. I also think in wartime women have roles
that they wouldn't have in peace. For example there were women who were used in
Flak roles, or pilots even, ultimately I think
we are now fighting a fight which goes beyond all traditonal norms. I think women
have to be used wherever they may help,

Hanna Reitsch
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NSK: Your country has already lost many
people to Covid-19, mainly due to massive
lack of prevention in the beginning and a
weak healthcare system. Would you blame
the government?
Molly: Hmmm... a tricky question. I think
the whole Covid thing is being used as a political weapon. Perhaps it is a tool to take
away our rights, it sure seems like it. I've
known a handful of people who have had it,
and they've told me a variety of things. Some
people caught a more severe form of the flu,
while others reported it wasn't that bad. I've
also known a few old people who have died
from it, but they all had co-morbidities, like
diabetes, etc. The government's insane lockdowns have butchered small businesses and
the economy in general. But they just keep
printing their fiat currency like it is some
magical money. Meanwhile the mega companies like Amazon report record business
due to the lockdowns. It's all rather insane,
and now I'm just waiting for them to force
people to get their poisonous vaccination. It's
already happening in England and France. If
you don't have the vax you are restricted
from going pretty much everywhere. They
are making billions and billions with their
phony vaccinations. Even though studies
show vaccinated people catch this flu as often, and in some studies, more, than unvaccinated people. Now they talk of endless
'variants' and 'boosters'. Will this madness
ever end?

possible to find now is at your fingertips.
Unfortunately this is changing and censorship is gaining ground like never before. But
people are on to their lies. Truth has
'infected' the world. More people than ever
before have learned the truth about what's
happened and what's happening. The bottom
line is if we lose this war there won't be a
Gulag in our future, there will be an unmarked mass grave. At least we'll be buried
in good company though. Haha. But seriously, the traffic on our website has risen dramatically. When Trump was running for
President, the first time, traffic absolutely
exploded. And the most visited parts of the
website, by many times over, were the
WWII truth sections. I can tell you this:
there are a whole hell of a lot more people
who are on to Them than we imagine. A quiet majority. The lurkers. Let's just hope they
come out of the shadows soon and join us or
it will be too late. People need to stop worrying about their names being put on some list.
Those lists are badges of honor. Stand up
and fight or lay down and die. Just stay legal

NSK: How strong is the enemy in your
country?
Molly: Well, we all know that the Enemy
chose the United States as its headquarters
since the end of WWII. So the Enemy is
quite strong here. If not for our 'pesky' constitution we'd all probably be in prison
camps or mass graves by now. But with the
internet, something the Enemy never could
have planned for, its power has been weakened. Information that was once nearly im5

and you have very little to worry about. And
to our brothers and sisters in Occupied Europe, where freedom pretty much doesn't
exist, be smart, work and fight in the shadows. Remain anonymous. We are with you!

Molly: You know I was always into the past.
Whether it be the ancient Sumerians (who
were a White race, by the way. History
books from the 1800s even refer to them as
'the Great White Ones', yet now they have
made them non-White, like so many other
historical figures...), the Spartans, Greeks,
Romans, Vikings, Celts, Germanic tribes,
and even the non-White races like the Inca,
Aztec, Mayan, etc. etc. I think they possessed a freedom and unity we could only
dream of. But ultimately it's a great misnomer. When I dream about the past, I go directly to the twelve magical years of National Socialist Germany. A time of greatness
never before experienced in history. Culturally, artistically and technologically there
was a vast leap. But also socially. It brought
out the greatness in people. I've studied the
Third Reich until my eyes bled practically
and yet feel like I've only scratched the surface. Like one lifetime truly isn't enough to
learn of their mighty struggle and magical
victories. There is still such a mystery surrounding them. Our National Socialist mothers and fathers are our Knights of Camelot.
Adolf Hitler is of course our King Arthur.
They are such a legend to us young ones,
those born decades after Their martyrdom.
Sometimes it seems like they must have
been some great dream, or some grand illusion, nothing so spectacular could have existed on this old, sad, corrupt earth. Yet, they
were real. It will never cease to amaze me.
And I must say, men like Gerhard Lauck
have kept the dream alive, all these hard
years. He has battled doubt, loneliness, betrayal, incarceration in a foreign country, and
all the rest of the daily darknesses, and come
out on top. He's never bent, never tired, and
has kept the heart of our dream beating, all
of these embattled years. It's men like him,
with the very world against him, but who
fight on. Come what [deleted] may. To you,
Gerhard Lauck!

NSK: What are the main problems of your
country nowadays?
Molly: Wow, I don't think we have room on
our hard drives for that answer! But seriously, things have gone absolutely insane. I
mean like we could never have imagined. I
follow politics and this clown world pretty
closely, so I see it all. I can't believe how
crazy it has gotten and in such a short
amount of time. It's like the Enemy imagines
he sees victory and has gotten excited, let
down his guard, and gone full blown globohomo in fast forward. You know, dropping
his cards and just drooling at the bit. We
have toddler trannies, drag queens reading to
our children in libraries, children getting
hormonally mutilated to try to change their
sex, teenagers getting 'sex change' surgeries,
our founding fathers' statues being torn down
and vandalized, traditional white authors being banned from libraries and schools, children being taught in school that their ancestors were evil and that they themselves are
evil... I could go on and on. One of the greatest videos I've seen documenting the war on
White people is right here: https://
www.bitchute.com/video/HUQZaer4iIMl/ - I
normally don't like to drop URLs because
they are deleted so often, but hopefully some
of you will be able to view this video, save it
and repost it before that happens. One of our
anonymous comrades spent an incredible
amount of time on this and it is truly a spectacular job. It'll make your blood boil and
your skin crawl.
NSK: Your various projects are labeled as
“Mourning the Ancient“. Which ancient
times do you exactly mean by that and why
do you mourn it?

Continued Next issue
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Germany
Mr. Hervé LALIN
Maison d’Arrét de Fleury-Merogis
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The NSDAP/AO is the world’s largest
National Socialist propaganda supplier!
Printed and online periodicals in many languages
Hundreds of books in over a dozen languages
Over 100 web-sites in dozens of languages

Subscription Form
( ) NS NEWS BULLETIN subscription for the next twelve issues. 30,00 Euro or US$30.00. [Please
specify which language edition you want!]
( ) Donation – YOUR support makes our work possible!
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Street ______________________________________________________________________________________
City _______________________ State or Province _____________ Zip or Postal Code ____________________
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(Optional) Email Address / Telephone ____________________________________________________________

Make checks payable to: NSDAP/AO
Mail to: NSDAP/AO – PO Box 6414 – Lincoln NE 68506 – USA (Or leave off “NSDAP/AO”.)
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